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Introduction
Soil microbes are key regulators of Earth’s biogeochemical cycles, and their
growth, turnover, and efficiency are important controls of organic matter
decay and soil carbon (C) storage. Soils globally store twice as much C as
the atmosphere and all vegetation combined, but climate warming threatens
to turn soils from a net C sink to a source (Friedlingstein et al., 2006).
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Climate models predict accelerated soil organic matter (SOM) decomposition as global temperatures rise, with higher than normal soil CO2 fluxes to
the atmosphere creating a self-reinforcing feedback to the climate. Scaling
microbial activities to better model and predict ecosystem processes over
time and space remains a grand challenge in ecosystem science.
A central roadblock to scaling microbial activity is explaining the incongruence between short- and long-term warming responses. While soil respiration consistently and predictably increases under short-term warming
(less than 5 years), it shows a variable response over longer timescales
(Rustad et al., 2001; Wu et al., 2011; Knorr et al., 2005; Romero-Olivares
et al., 2017a; Carey et al., 2016; Melillo et al., 2017). This is likely because in
addition to the well-described kinetics which dominate the short-term
warming response, the long-term response is also subject to indirect effects,
such as substrate availability, soil moisture, and shifts in plant community
composition, that influence microbial activity and community dynamics.
Specifically, soil warming responses can become attenuated over time,
observed as a decline in the respiratory response after more than a decade
of warming (Knorr et al., 2005; Romero-Olivares et al., 2017a; Melillo
et al., 2002, 2017), a process that may be nonlinear (Melillo et al., 2017).
Here we discuss possible mechanisms of this attenuation, synthesized in
the context of five testable hypotheses, presented in order of decreasing
available data.

Hypotheses
• H1: Temperature sensitivity of microbial functions increases with declining soil C quality over the course of long-term warming.
• H2: Moisture limitation associated with warming alters microbial
C cycling via changes in microbial biomass, activity, and community
composition.
• H3: Warming-induced changes in aboveground plant communities drive
belowground microbial responses to warming.
• H4: Warming affects microbial community structure in the short term,
with temperature effects declining over the long term.
• H5: Evolutionary adaptation is a strong driver of microbial feedbacks to
experimental warming.
This is not meant to be an exhaustive list but captures the prevailing hypotheses on the mechanisms that control microbial feedbacks to climate.
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Although plants can contribute up to half of the total soil respiration and act
as important feedbacks to climate (Butler et al., 2011; Rustad et al., 2001),
the microbial respiration response is directly linked to degradation of soil
carbon and thus is the focus of this chapter. We discuss these hypotheses
in the context of relevant microbial community parameters, the measurement of which should allow for more accurate predictions of how soils
may act as a self-reinforcing feedback to the climate system in a
warming world.

Hypothesis 1: Temperature sensitivity of microbial
functions increases with declining soil carbon quality
over the course of long-term warming
Substrate quality and quantity exert a strong influence on microbial community structure and function (Heimann and Reichstein, 2008). This effect on
soil microbial communities is evident in environments like the rhizosphere,
where substrate quality gradients are stark (DeAngelis et al., 2008, 2009; Shi
et al., 2011), and an influx of labile substrates from root exudates causes rapid
microbial growth, enrichment of copiotrophic organisms, and recruitment
of fungal symbionts. Likewise, long-term warming may have a strong, indirect influence on microbial community structure by accelerating microbial
metabolism and degrading SOM quantity and quality (Brant et al., 2006;
Melillo et al., 2017). Experimental warming over the long term is associated
with substantial loss of soil carbon stocks (Melillo et al., 2017; Crowther
et al., 2016), with long-term warming effects on SOM quantity and quality
also evident in microbial community structure and function (Cheng et al.,
2017; Frey et al., 2008; Pold et al., 2015, 2016).
Warming is expected to preferentially facilitate the degradation of more
recalcitrant carbon compounds, driven by a different set of microbes and
possibly different metabolic pathways. Kinetic theory suggests that the temperature sensitivity of SOM decomposition will increase with substrate
recalcitrance, and soil laboratory studies provide empirical evidence in support of this (Hartley and Ineson, 2008). Modeling multiple soil C pools of
differing quality is sufficient to explain long-term trends in respiration without invoking acclimation or adaptation of the microbial community
(Kirschbaum, 2004; Wetterstedt and Ågren, 2011), highlighting the importance of soil C quality. With a shift toward more recalcitrant compounds,
microbial carbon use efficiency (CUE) decreases (Sugai and Schimel,
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1993), CUE measuring the fraction of C assimilated into microbial biomass,
with the remainder respired to CO2. The observed trend is that more complex C tends to be processed at a lower efficiency.
Temperature can also directly decrease microbial CUE, where an inverse
relationship is observed between temperature and CUE following cellobiose
amendment in a grassland soil (Steinweg et al., 2008), and following phenol
addition to a forest soil (Frey et al., 2013). This inverse relationship has been
suggested to be the consequence of reduced extracellular enzyme efficiency
at higher temperatures, but both phenol and cellobiose can be taken up
intact by many typically soil-dwelling microorganisms ( Jirešová et al.,
1987; Schl€
osser et al., 1999; Helaszek and White, 1991; Koning et al.,
2001; Bernier and Stutzenberger, 1987). Therefore alternative mechanisms,
like increased membrane leakiness (Hall et al., 2010), must be invoked to
explain the direct kinetic effect of temperature on decreasing CUE. Over
time, the effect of temperature on CUE can be dissipated for substrates that
microbial communities are well adapted to (Frey et al., 2013). For instance,
more complex substrates are more temperature sensitive to degradation in
soil communities, and chronic warming affects the temperature sensitivity
of substrate utilization more for recalcitrant compared to labile substrates
(Frey et al., 2013).
Long-term warming may also be associated with decreased physical protection, which may facilitate the degradation of older SOM (Conant et al.,
2011; Schmidt et al., 2011). Depletion of labile soil C pools over decades of
warming can cause changes in microbial communities that in turn change
the temperature sensitivity of more recalcitrant pools, complicating the relationship between SOM and decomposers (Davidson and Janssens, 2006). It
has been presumed that an increased ability to degrade recalcitrant carbon
equates to degradation of older C. For example, 11 years of warming in
an Oklahoma grassland field experiment showed that long-term warming
was associated with depletion of SOM, and the 14C signature of the CO2
suggests that the mineralized soil carbon is significantly older (Cheng
et al., 2017). Soil microbes in chronically warmed soil are better able to
degrade cellulose and hemicellulose (xylan) (Pold et al., 2016), and are more
active producers of oxidative enzymes required for lignin degradation (Pold
et al., 2015; Romero-Olivares et al., 2017b). These studies suggest that both
substrate quality and quantity may exert a selective force resulting in adaptation to warming.
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Hypothesis 2: Moisture limitation associated with warming
alters microbial carbon cycling via changes in microbial
biomass, activity, and community composition
An often observed side effect of experimental warming is soil drying (Rustad
et al., 2001), itself a strong driver of microbial biomass, activity, and community composition. Long-term warming has deleterious effects on soil
aggregate structure and stability (Pold et al., 2017), possibly through the
altered production of microbial “glues” like exopolysaccharides. For example, warming may decrease populations of the drought-sensitive arbuscular
mycorrhizal fungi responsible for the production of glomalin (Rillig et al.,
2002), a “soil glue” associated with increased aggregate stability (Wright and
Upadhyaya, 1998). Reduced glomalin production is anticipated to reduce
soil aggregate formation and the microbial diversity that accompanies it.
However, increased bacterial exopolysaccharide production with drought
may offset the decreases in fungal glue production expected with warming
(Roberson and Firestone, 1992). In either case, changes in soil carbon accessibility, resulting from changes in the composition and physiology of the soil
microbiota, has the potential to influence soil-climate carbon feedbacks further downstream (Wang et al., 2015).
Warming-induced drying may also affect microbial communities
through its effects on soil connectivity. Soil drying reduces connectivity
between soil pores (Bachmann et al., 2013; Carson et al., 2010) and increases
spatial heterogeneity (Treves et al., 2003). Spatial segregation could be promoted with drying; since segregation of microbial populations drives altered
microbial community structure and function (Bachmann et al., 2013; Lennon et al., 2012), this suggests that warming-induced spatial segregation in
soil microsites could influence microbial feedbacks to climate. In a grassland
experimentally warmed for 5 years, warming was associated with an
increased diversity of bacterial communities during drought, but a decreased
diversity under normal precipitation (Sheik et al., 2011). Warming was associated with a decrease in the bacterial population size during drought, but an
increase under regular precipitation, further supporting the concept of
warming-exacerbated spatial segregation as a possible driver of bacterial
community structure, likely due to expanded niche space. The exact mechanism of this competition effect is unknown, but is likely related to the
dynamics of competition and the choice of growth strategy (slow but efficient oligotrophs vs fast but inefficient copiotrophs) of competing microbial
populations.
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One such expected change in soil community structure is increased
diversity of classically oligotrophic taxa, and decreased copiotrophic taxa.
Copiotrophs tend to exclude oligotrophs when ready mobility of both
microbes and substrates prevents privatization of resources, likely due to
their innate ability to utilize resources and grow quickly; this is supported
by both empirical (Treves et al., 2003) and theoretical (Bachmann et al.,
2013; Dechesne et al., 2010) work. In grassland soils, the archetypical oligotrophic phylum Acidobacteria (Fierer et al., 2007) showed a particularly
strong increase in relative abundance with warming and drought (Sheik
et al., 2011). Likewise, after two decades of warming in a temperate forest,
the estimated community ribosomal RNA operon copy number (a proxy
for trophic strategy) indicated that the bacterial community had shifted
toward oligotrophy (DeAngelis et al., 2015). This may influence soil respiration as follows: respiration has been demonstrated to show a threshold
response to soil moisture whereupon temperature drives respiration only
under sufficient moisture (Suseela et al., 2012; Savage and Davidson,
2001); this hysteretic response may be driven by a shift from efficient oligotrophs to rapidly growing copiotrophs as some threshold level of pore connectivity is attained.

Hypothesis 3: Warming-induced changes in aboveground
plant communities drive belowground microbial
responses to warming
Plant diversity and community composition affect many ecosystem processes, including but not limited to net primary production, nutrient cycling,
and litter quality and quantity. This in turn affects belowground microbial
communities at all trophic levels (Eviner and Chapin III, 2003). Long-term
warming affects vegetation by changing plant physiology as well as plant
community composition, as observed in altered plant heights, plant species
distributions, and overall decreases in species diversity and evenness
(Cornelissen et al., 1999; Saxe et al., 2001; Rustad et al., 2001; Lin et al.,
2010; Wu et al., 2011). The magnitude of these warming-induced changes
is highly variable across ecosystems, with much larger effects observed in the
tundra compared to other ecosystems (Rustad et al., 2001). Furthermore,
effect sizes of warming vary by plant species composition (Grace et al.,
2016). Although we have a robust understanding of individual responses
of aboveground vegetation and belowground microbial communities to
long-term experimental warming, there are few studies that have looked
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at the interactions of plants and their associated soil microbes. Wang et al.
observed that after 7 years of experimental warming in the Qinghai Province
in China, plant community diversity and evenness decreased along with
microbial biomass despite an increase in microbial abundances and SOM
(Wang et al., 2017). Altered plant-microbial interactions as such will
strongly influence ecosystem C dynamics, which in turn can augment or
diminish the effects of global warming. For example, with warming,
increased soil C loss due to heightened microbial respiration and decomposition can offset the increased photosynthetic C influx in plants (Lu et al.,
2013). This suggests that forest ecosystems might act as a C sink with a
potentially negative feedback to global warming. It is therefore imperative
to study responses of microbial communities in conjunction with vegetation
changes to understand ecosystem-level C feedbacks in response to warming.
Understanding the extent to which plants act as positive or negative
feedbacks to climate requires experiments that are often technically and
logistically challenging, since the size and duration of such studies needs
to be extensive. Given the variable responses of plant productivity and
microbial respiration to warming in different ecosystems, it can be assumed
that their interactions will also be ecosystem-specific (Lu et al., 2013; Bai
et al., 2013; Rustad et al., 2001). These couplings are further complicated
by the interaction of temperature with other biotic factors such as soil
N (see Bai et al., 2013) and moisture content (Cantarel et al., 2012; Dijkstra
et al., 2010; Fei et al., 2015; Parton et al., 2007). Effects of long-term experimental warming on soil microbial biomass and litter decomposition are also
observed to be highly variable (Van Meeteren et al., 2008; Andresen et al.,
2009; Belay-Tedla et al., 2009; Cheng et al., 2010), but unlike plants, soil
respiration is seen to have larger increases in terrestrial forests compared with
other ecosystems (Rustad et al., 2001). Therefore, evaluating the hypothesis
that aboveground plant responses drive belowground microbial feedbacks to
climate requires studies which consider both responses in long-term experimental warming across different biomes.

Hypothesis 4: Warming affects microbial community
structure in the short term, with temperature effects
declining over the long term
Thus far we have considered how warming can directly and indirectly
impact microbial communities, but the relative importance of direct and
indirect drivers may change over time. The most immediate effect of
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warming will occur at the level of individual microbial cell physiology. For
instance, the rates of enzymes responsible for central metabolism will accelerate, possibly alleviating temperature-inhibited steps in glycolysis (Dijkstra
et al., 2011). How long this effect can be sustained will depend on the
amount of carbon available to the cell, which in turn will depend both
on endogenous carbon stores and on the rate of release of environmental
carbon to the cell. While endogenous carbon stores are a function of both
taxonomy and prior metabolic state (Panikov, 1995), exogenous substrate
supply depends on which isoenzymes are produced by the microbial community. Microbes producing isoenzymes with substrate affinities and temperature optima closer to the new, warmer soil conditions may increase in
abundance under warming as a consequence of gaining a competitive advantage, leading to “species” turnover in weeks to months (Bradford, 2013).
However, microbial communities may also adapt in the absence of species
turnover through the horizontal exchange of genes conferring a selective
advantage in the new environment. As chronic warming proceeds over years
to decades, the indirect effects of temperature, such as an altered quantity and
quality of C, are expected to be the principal drivers of changes in the soil
microbial community. Since these secondary effects of chronic warming are
expected to be more gradual, the effect of warming on microbial community structure should slow over time.
Testing the hypothesis that over time, warming impacts on microbial
community structure should decrease proves challenging, partly because
the tools used to study changes in microbial communities have become
increasingly sensitive over time. When most of the existing long-term
warming experiments were established, techniques for profiling microbial
communities were lower in resolution than they are today (e.g., TRFLP,
PLFA, and qPCR vs metagenomics). For example, the microbial community has not shown a consistent response to warming treatment at Kessler
Farm, where bacterial community structure was noted to be affected by
warming treatment in the first 2 years (Zhang et al., 2005) and the 11th year
of warming (Luo et al., 2014), but not in the 8th (Zhou et al., 2012) and 9th
(Xue et al., 2016) years of warming. Measures of microbial biomass are similarly affected. The data presented by Romero-Olivares et al. (2017a) does
not indicate that the effect of warming on fungal:bacterial biomass ratio
increases over time. Reanalysis of archived samples from throughout the
duration of long-term warming experiments, using a consistent methodology, is necessary to truly study the timescale over which microbial
communities respond to long-term warming.
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Hypothesis 5: Evolutionary adaptation is a strong driver of
microbial feedbacks to warming
Chronic soil warming, and the attendant indirect effects (i.e., drying, altered
substrate quality, and/or nutrient availability), may result in novel selective
pressures on soil microorganisms, but whether or how soil microbes are
adapting to soil warming, or other global change factors for that matter, is
largely unknown. Eco-evolutionary dynamics “have been the focus of theoretical investigation for decades, and they are now increasingly subjects of
empirical study” (Rodrı́guez-Verdugo et al., 2017). But this dynamic has
barely been explored in the context of evolutionary adaptation to warming.
Vulnerable organisms may move or become extinct in response to warming;
however, whether soil microbes are prone to extinction remains an open
question. Soil organisms may also be tolerant of temperature change or they
may adapt to the altered temperature conditions. If microorganisms do adapt
under long-term soil warming, the physiology and function of these species
is expected to change, and these evolutionary responses may aggregate to
influence ecosystem-scale processes. Given their short generation times
(compared with those of most macroorganisms), their movement of genetic
material outside of reproduction (i.e., horizontal gene transfer and natural
competency for foreign genetic matter), and their high mutation rates it
is likely that soil microbes can adapt to warming on ecologically relevant
(contemporary) timescales (Romero-Olivares et al., 2015).
Using the fungus Neurospora discreta as a model organism for assessing
the potential for adaptation of soil fungi to warming, Romero-Olivares
et al. (2015) conducted an experimental evolution experiment over
1500 generations at 16°C and 28°C, measuring ecologically relevant physiological traits before and after adaptation. As N. discreta adapted to warming, it increased its fitness by allocating resources to spore production at the
expense of growth and biomass production. Adapted N. discreta had similar
respiratory output compared with unadapted strains, but allocated
resources differently and prioritized reproduction rather than growth
(Romero-Olivares, 2017). These results support a projected soil
C scenario under global warming; CUE of microbes decreases with warming, thus limiting the biomass of microbial decomposers in soil, and consequently mitigating soil C losses (Allison et al., 2010).
In addition to using model organisms to assess microbial evolution,
global change experiments offer a unique opportunity to investigate evolutionary responses to rapid environmental change in the field. However, their
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potential remains largely unexploited (Bataillon et al., 2016; Schaum et al.,
2017; Weese et al., 2015). To date, no field studies have measured the evolutionary adaptation of soil microbes to warming, but a study by van Diepen
et al. (2017) tested whether simulated nitrogen deposition affected the ability
of diverse saprotrophic fungi to decompose plant material. Species of control
and N-exposed fungi were grown in identical environments (“common gardens”) to test whether fungi exposed to 28 years of N enrichment consistently grew differently, or decomposed litter differently, compared with
control fungi of the same species. Isolates from N treatment plots were generally less able to decay plant litter than isolates of the same species from control plots, and the responses of these N isolates did not revert or resemble
control isolate responses even when the N isolates were grown in control
environments, suggesting that fungi growing in N-enriched plots evolved
under long-term soil N enrichment in such a way as to influence their physiological capacity for decomposition. An intriguing question is whether soil
N enrichment, which is an indirect effect of soil warming (warming stimulates nitrogen mineralization and therefore increases soil nitrogen availability), might be a selective force on soil microbes in the context of soil
warming.
In field warming experiments, pinpointing evolutionary adaptation
drivers may be difficult, as many warming experiments have warminginduced effects, such as drying and increased net N mineralization
(Allison and Treseder, 2008; Rustad et al., 2001). However, we may be able
to overcome these issues with advances in sequencing technologies and
other molecular tools. For example, two decades of experimental
N deposition significantly increased the abundance of functional genes
and gene pathways associated with certain N cycle processes in soil microbial
communities (Freedman et al., 2016). Similar approaches in warming experiments could identify increases in gene abundance of certain metabolic pathways to help infer evolutionary adaptation drivers. Moreover, genomics
coupled with laboratory experiments may help us determine the genomic
regions under evolutionary pressure and/or with higher mutation rates.
Depending on the genomic regions under selection, we may be able to
determine evolutionary forces and feedbacks to global warming. For example, if genomic regions under selection code for enzymes involved in CUE,
then coupled with laboratory measurements of CUE, we may be able to predict changes in decomposition and consequences to the C cycle under global
warming. In the future, evolutionary adaptation studies may help us predict
more accurately the feedbacks to global climate change.
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Conclusions and future directions
These testable hypotheses are presented as a road map for better defining the
web of interactions between soil microbes, soil edaphic factors, and the climate system. As such, the hypotheses are connected by related ideas, and so
contain some elements of redundancy. For example, warming-associated
drying may affect microbial communities (H2) partly through an altered
physical protection of soil C that may change the quality of microbially available substrate (H1). And while moisture limitation may affect the potential
function of microbial communities (H2), moisture limitation could change
community structure while another driver, like the availability of organic
carbon, could primarily affect the expressed community function (H1). In
long-term field warming manipulation experiments, the loss of labile
SOM and eventual depletion of recalcitrant or complex SOM happens concomitantly with other indirect effects of warming, so the direct link between
substrate complexity and temperature sensitivity still needs to be better
defined.
Microbes may also respond indirectly to warming through tracking vegetation change (H3), or may even be the causative agents of vegetation
change by facilitating plant access to organic and inorganic nutrient pools
(H1). Such changes in vegetation structure have the potential to completely
shift the local carbon cycle, altering climate feedbacks (Pearson et al., 2013).
To our knowledge such feedbacks have yet to be tested in ecosystems other
than the strongly nutrient-limited Arctic. Whether it is vegetation directing
microbial response or the other way around, the above discussion highlights
the need for understanding such interactions across habitats in order to predict the future impacts of global climate changes.
Adaptive evolution may break phylogeny-function relationships and in
turn confound inferences made from taxonomic response of microbial communities to long-term warming (H5). While initially kinetic effects may be
the primary driver of microbial community dynamics, evolution is expected
to become increasingly important over time as additional generations are
selected upon (H4). Evolution—whether through structural modifications
to existing enzyme systems, or through acquisition of novel genes through
horizontal gene transfer—is therefore expected to modulate the response of
individual taxa to warming over time.
While the five hypotheses we set forth explain how the different direct
and indirect effects of warming can drive changes in microbial community
structure, they are far from exhaustive. For example, we have little data on
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how changes in biogeochemistry (e.g., enhanced N availability, P limitation)
feedback to influence microbial dynamics, though stoichiometric controls on
community structure are commonly observed in many ecosystems. These
changes could directly affect community structure (H4), microbial fitness
(H5), or indirectly affect microbes via altered plant physiology and species distribution (H3). In considering these five likely hypotheses and other intersectional hypotheses, it is clear that studying long-term warming in laboratory
and field settings across different ecosystems is required for better definition
and prediction of future microbial feedbacks to climate.
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